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On War: On the Theory of War
On War is the most significant attempt in
Western history to understand war, both in
its internal dynamics and as an instrument
of policy. Since the works first appearance
in 1832, it has been read throughout the
world, and has stimulated generations of
soldiers, statesmen, and intellectuals.

BBC - Ethics - War: Just War - introduction The philosophy of war is the area of philosophy devoted to examining
issues such as the . However, unlike pacifism, according to Just War Theory it is possible for a war to be morally
justified. The concept of a morally justified war underlies Just-War Theory United States Army War College.
Department of National Security and Strategy. Theory of War and Strategy. Course Directive. AY16 War (Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy) The Just War Theory forum is an open resource for everyone concerned with issues of
war, peace, justice, and reason. An open invitation to web discussions on Rethinking the Just War, Part 1 - The New
York Times Presents the principles of Just War Theory and contrasts them with the principles of a proper, egoistic
approach to American self-defense. The 10 Most Important Theories About Why We Make War The Just War
theory specifies conditions for judging if it is just to go to war, and conditions for how the war should be fought.
Although it was extensively St. Thomas Aquinas, On War Carl Philipp Gottfried (or Gottlieb) von Clausewitz was a
Prussian general and military theorist .. [Clausewitzs] theory of war was expounded in a way too abstract and involved
for ordinary soldier-minds, essentially concrete, to follow the Carl von Clausewitz - Wikipedia Just war theory (Latin:
jus bellum iustum) is a doctrine, also referred to as a tradition, of military ethics studied by theologians, ethicists, policy
makers, and military leaders. Theory of War and Strategy - School of Strategic Landpower - US A diversionary
foreign policy, or a diversionary war, is an International Relations term that identifies a war instigated by a countrys
leader in order to distract its population from their own domestic strife. The concept stems from the Diversionary War
Theory, which states that Kants Just War Theory - - Johns Hopkins University What causes war? How can wars be
prevented? Scholars and policymakers have sought the answers to these questions for centuries. Although wars continue
Philosophy of war - Wikipedia causes (war is a continuation of politics by other means) and its conduct (the fog of
Principles of War and Waltzs The Origin of War in Neorealist Theory. Great Philosophers: Augustine on War Oregon State University Mar 24, 2014 War seems to be part of the human condition. We have records of war going
back beyond written records, and there is even evidence that some Just War in the Catechism of the Catholic Church
- EWTN Nov 11, 2012 The just war theory has influenced the ethical positions on violent conflict of both church and
state for centuries. But consensus on that theory Theories and Causes of War. - Department of Political Science A
war is just only if it is waged by a legitimate authority. Mark Edward DeForrest , Gonzaga University, JUST WAR
THEORY AND THE RECENT U.S. AIR Theories of War and Peace The MIT Press Called the Just War Doctrine,
it was first enunciated by St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430 AD). Over the centuries it was taught by Doctors of the
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Church, such as Clausewitz: The Principles of War - The Clausewitz Homepage St. Augustines just war theory
involves eight principal elements: a) a puni- tive conception of war, b) assessment of the evil of war in terms of the
moral. Kants Just War Theory. Brian Orend. Journal of the History of Philosophy, Volume 37, Number 2, April 1999,
pp. 323-353 (Article). Published by Johns Hopkins On War There are several different international relations theory
state from becoming a hegemon, and war is the result of the Just War Theory Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Finally, the question remains as to whether war is ever morally justified. Just war theory is a useful structure within
which the discourse of war may be ethically War, The Philosophy of Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy Apr 14,
2016 The Catholic Church, which over the centuries has blessed many dreadful wars, is shifting to an anti-war position
favored by Pope Francis and Military Theory of War, Warfare Theory, Principles of War, Military The classic
Just-War Theory has its origins in Christian theology. Saint Augustine is usually indentified as the first individual to
offer a theory on war and justice. Theory of Victory - Strategic Studies Institute - US Army War College Nov 26,
2009 (Bassford 2008) However, with sometimes-controversial theories on war, peace, and politics throughout Vom
Kriege, Clausewitz provides a Just war theory - Wikipedia Aug 8, 2013 Chinese Warfare Theory Psychology of War
Dimensions of War Tipping Point Other Theories Related Resources Studying the Military. Just War Principles From
the just war (justum bellum) tradition, theorists distinguish between the rules that govern the justice of war (jus ad
bellum) from those that govern just and fair conduct in war (jus In bello) and the responsibility and accountability of
warring parties after the war (jus post bellum). Diversionary foreign policy - Wikipedia Objection 1: It would seem
that it is always sinful to wage war. Because punishment is not inflicted except for sin. Now those who wage war are
threatened by Just War Theory - Oregon State University 2 Theories and causes of war. Jack S. Levy. 2.1
INTRODUCTION. The question of what causes war has engaged scholars, journalists, public intellectuals and
Clausewitz: War, Peace and Politics - E-International Relations Gatzke stressed Clausewitzs unlimited war of
annihilation, his absolute war, without mentioning the other possibilities covered by the theory in On War.
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